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 Cellular Response to Signals
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 By Altering Conformation & Packaging

 Highly Dynamic – ATP dependent process
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Role for Epigenetic Mechanisms in 

“Normal” Tissue

 Controls Gene Expression Potential

 Cellular Response to Signals
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genes
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Must consider implications of 

epigenetic variation to the 

function of the cell/tissue of 

measurement 



Accessible Tissues for Epigenetic Risk 

Markers
 Peripheral Blood

 Implications in immune 
function/inflammation

 Keep in mind immune system can have 
systemic impacts

 Buccal Cells/Saliva

 Potential Route of exposure – biomarkers of 
exposure

 Oral epithelia/immune function

 Ectodermal derivation – early embryonic 
effects that may be similar to central 
nervous system

 Pathologic Specimens

 Can be useful in context of case-only 
studies

 Establish etiologic contributors based on 
molecular subcharacterization of disease

 Not only cancer but other surgical 
procedures (biopsies, reduction surgeries, 
gastric bypass, etc)

 Cord Blood

 Immune Function

 Hematopoetic stem cells

 Placenta

 Functional organ during development

 Transport, metabolic, endocrine, 
immunologic functions

 Fetal membranes/Residual tissues

 Amnion/Chorion – markers of 
developmental exposures/risk & 
functional effects

 Umbilical cord artery or vein –
similarities to cardiovascular tissues?

 Other accessible biofluids

 Breast Milk

 Urine

 Ejaculate



The Cellular Heterogeneity Problem

 Tissues are made up of a variety of types of cells

 Epigenetic mechanisms define cellular specificity

 Even with a specific cell type there may be clonal variation

 May play important functional implications

 Can also represent additional differentiation events 

 E.g. NK cell activation

 Even specific isolation (FACS, microdissection may not be enough)

 In general, we sample tissues not individual cells

 We are measuring aggregate markers across a population of cells within a sample

 Blood is the poster child

 All tissue samples are affected in greater or lesser ways



Handling the challenge of 

heterogeneity
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Not only controls confounding        

but also UNDERSTAND EFFECT
 When reference is known…can use methylation array 

data to estimate cell proportions

 Accomando Genome Biol 2014:
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Arsenic Example

Koestler EHP 2013 (NH, urinary arsenic):

Kile Epigenetics 2014 (Bangladesh, Water As):



Why cell composition is important

 Likely reflects the “effect” of the variation in epigenetic mark

 Example – GPR15 hypomethylation associated with smoking



Challenges and Opportunities for 

Epigenetic Biomarkers
 Major questions remain about interpretation 

 Cell composition effect

 Must be placed in context of tissue studied

 Unlikely to be a reliable surrogate marker

 Consideration/Incorporation of various types of epigenetic 
mechanisms
 DNA Methylation

 Genomic Imprinting

 Chromatin Modification

 Small non-coding RNA (miRNA, rRNA, etc)

 Long non-coding RNA (lncRNA)

 Alternative splicing

 Other marks suffer from same challenges as well as more

 Technological challenges – might be overcome with novel methods

 Potentially useful risk, clinical, interventional biomarkers
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